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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a novel object recognition technique that
is based on discriminant image splitting for feature extrac-
tion. Spatially homogeneous and discriminant regions for
each object class are generated. The classical image split-
ting technique is used in order to determine those regions.
Thus, each object class is characterized by a unique region
pattern which consist of homogeneous and discriminant 2-D
regions. The mean intensities of these regions are used as
features. The proposed method has been tested in view in-
dependent object recognition at the COIL-100 database. The
obtained results demonstrate that the method can achieve a
very satisfactory recognition rate.

1. INTRODUCTION

Object recognition constitutes one of the most active areas
in computer vision with applications in many fields such
as robot navigation, multimedia understanding and semantic
description and surveillance. The majority of the proposed
algorithms are based on finding local image patches that
are robust or invariant to image scaling, partial occlusion or
affine transformations. For this purpose, viewpoint-invariant
interest point detectors [1, 2] in combination with appropriate
patch descriptors [3, 4] are used. In [2], a rate-efficient codec
that compresses scalable single view tree structures that de-
scribe the hierarchy of SIFT histograms used for recognition
is proposed, while in [5] a multiple-view SIFT feature se-
lection algorithm is proposed for object recognition. Sev-
eral methods have been developed to deal with the problem
of model-based object recognition by solving the correspon-
dence problem through tree search. Many global invariants
that are used to describe the model have been introduced in
the literature. These include the affine invariant moments,
as well as other techniques such as cross-weighted moments
[6], affine invariant spectral signatures [7] and the trace trans-
form [8]. However, all of the above mentioned methods ap-
pear to be either computationally expensive or difficult to im-
plement.

Recent approaches include Multi-Scale Auto-
convolution (MSA) [9] and Spatial Multi-scale Affine
invariants (SMA) [10]. In [11], a new computational model
scheme that merges color and shape invariant information
for object recognition is proposed. Furthermore, shape in-
variants are computed based on moments, Fourier transform
coefficients, edge curvature and arc length [12, 13]. In
appearance-based object recognition, the majority of work
is based on shape information and incorporates matching
sets of shape image features (like edges, corners and lines)
between a query and a target image [13].

Motivated by the use of graphs with nodes placed at dis-
criminant points for face recognition [14], we propose an ob-
ject recognition technique that segments the object images to
discriminant regions. The main idea is the creation of a set
of regions that is discriminative for each class in the sense
that a subset of these discriminant and homogeneous regions
will provide adequate information in order to distinguish a
certain object class from another one. The entire set is nec-
essary in order to distinguish this class from the rest of the
other classes. The region segmentation is based on a variant
of the classical image splitting technique. The features that
this method uses are the mean intensities of the produced re-
gions.

This paper is organized as follows: the discriminant
splitting approach that is used during the training phase in
order to extract the characteristic features for each class
is presented in Section 2, for both single-view and view-
independent object recognition. The actual recognition (clas-
sification) procedure and the experimental evaluation of the
method on the COIL-100 multi-view object database are pre-
sented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Conclusions follow.

2. FEATURE EXTRACTION USING A
DISCRIMINANT SPLITTING TECHNIQUE

2.1 Single View Object Recognition
In the simplest case, we assume that there exist n object
classes and each class contains l different, equally sized,
centered images of the object taken approximately from the
same view. Thus, the dataset D is divided into n sets, each
containing the samples of an object, D =

∪n
i=1 Ui. The main

goal is to find homogeneous regions that are discriminant be-
tween the classes. In this way, for each class, a unique re-
gions pattern, i.e. a set of regions, is created. This procedure,
that is based on a splitting approach, will be described bel-
low.

Let two classes a, b each containing l samples (images)
of the corresponding object, in sets Ua, Ub. If each image is
of dimensions h×w, these l images can be considered as a
stack of slices (volume) with dimensions l × h×w, as illus-
trated in Figure 1. Thus for our purpose, a certain region B
can be considered as being a parallelepiped volume compris-
ing of the parts of every image in the class that fall within the
region. We assume that an image I is divided into R regions.
For a region B defined as above and for a class a we define its
discriminant power, with respect to class b, using the Fisher’s
discriminant ratio [15] that is:

Fa,b(B) =
(µa(B)−µb(B))2

σa(B)2 +σb(B)2 , (1)
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Figure 1: Class representation as a stack of images.

where µa(B) and σa(B) are the mean intensity and variance
for the region B of all the images that belong to class a, while
µb(B) and σb(B) are the mean intensity and variance for the
same region of the images that belong to class b. A region
B1 is more discriminant than a region B2, for a particular
object pair a, b, when Fa,b(B1) > Fa,b(B2). As mentioned
above, except from the discriminant power of a region the
method exploits also its homogeneity. Any volume homo-
geneity check method can be used. We have chosen the one
based on the intensity range |Imax − Imin|, where Imax, Imin are
the maximum and minimum intensity values of a region. If
the range is smaller than a certain threshold, i.e.:

|Imax − Imin| ≤ Ts, (2)

then the region is regarded to be homogeneous, where the
threshold Ts denotes the Otsu threshold [16] calculated for
the current region. As in the case of region discriminant
power calculation, the homogeneity of a region is judged
based on the pixels intensity values of the parts of all the
class’s training images that fall within the region’s bound-
aries, i.e. on all pixels of the corresponding volume.

In order for the discriminant and homogeneous regions
to be determined for each class a, the classical splitting ap-
proach is applied to the l images of this class. For each ob-
ject class the stack of images is recursively split into four
quadrants or regions (Figure 1), until 2D discriminant and
non-homogeneous regions are encountered. The splitting is
performed by bisecting the rectangular regions (in the entire
image stack) in the vertical and horizontal directions.

The splitting procedure for the stack of slices of a class a
proceeds as follows: For a region B under consideration we
evaluate the discriminant ratio in (1) for all pairs of classes,
i.e. we evaluate Fi, j(B), i, j = 1 . . .n, i ̸= j. We then find
the largest ratio Fmax(B) = Fi∗, j∗(B) = maxi, j(Fi, j(B)). If this
maximum involves the region B in class a, i.e. if i∗ = a or
j∗ = a this means that B is most discriminant in the task of
distinguishing a from the other classes. In this case, region

B is split for class a. Otherwise, the homogeneity of B in a
is examined using (2) and the region is split if it is inhomo-
geneous, until homogeneous regions are reached, otherwise
it is not split. In summary, if a region is very discriminant
for a class it is being split, whereas if it is not discriminant
enough, it is split if it is inhomogeneous.

The above procedure is performed for each object class
separately. In the end of the training procedure, a region pat-
tern for each class is created. Four object images along with
the corresponding region patterns are shown in Figure 2.

Finally, each training image Ik within a class a is char-
acterized by the vector µ

ak
that contains the mean intensity

values for each of the regions ra, j, j = 1 . . .na, na being the
number of regions in the pattern of class a. The rationale be-
hind the splitting procedure outlined above for the creation
of the region pattern for each class is that since each region
is finally described by its mean value, large regions are de-
scribed in a very coarse way, since they are represented by a
single value, whereas an area split into many small regions
is represented in a more refined and detailed way, as every
such small region is described by its own mean value. Thus,
the algorithm splits regions that are discriminant for a certain
class into smaller regions, in order to describe these regions
with finer detail, which is important for classification due to
their discriminant power. The fact that the method also splits
non-discriminant regions that are inhomogeneous helps the
fine tuning of the region placement in the testing (classifica-
tion) procedure, as will be explained in the next section.

2.2 View-Independent Object Recognition

For view independent object recognition, a number of l im-
ages are available for each of a number of different views of
an object. Let nview denote the number of different views
for each of the n objects. In this case the algorithm uti-
lizes nTotal = n ·nview classes. If an object image is classified
(see next section) to one of the nview classes (essentially sub-
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Figure 2: Four object images from the COIL-100 database
along with the corresponding region patterns.

classes) of object class a, then the image is assigned to this
object class.

3. IMAGE CLASSIFICATION

The algorithm’s testing (classification) procedure is as fol-
lows. The na discriminant regions ra j of class a are selected
upon an image I depicting a certain object from an arbitrary
view. In order to solve possible alignment problems, the pat-
tern (set) of regions for each class is not considered as a rigid
pattern, but the regions boundaries are translated locally by
small amounts until they fall on as much as possible homo-
geneous regions. For a class a, the intensity means µIra j of
every region ra j of class a are computed in I, providing the
image I means vector µ

Ia
. The image means vector µ

Ia
is

then compared with the (pre-computed) means vectors µ
ak

for all training images Ik (k = 1 . . . l) of object class a, result-
ing in distances dIak = ∥µ

Ia
−µ

ak
∥ for every training image

k that belongs to class a. Thus, l distances are computed for
each class. This is repeated for all nTotal classes resulting into
nTotal distances. The object is classified to the class α∗, that
contains the training image κ∗ whose means vector is closest
to the test image mean vector,

(α∗,κ∗) = argmin
α,κ

dIak . (3)

The small region translations mentioned above are also in-
volved in this search for the matching training image and
class.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed method for view independent object recogni-
tion was evaluated using the COIL-100 multi-view object
database [17] consisting of 72 colour views (128x128 pix-
els) for each one of its 100 objects (Figures 2,3) viewed from
0 to 360 degrees in 5 degree increments. This dataset has
been widely used in object recognition experiments. We split
the COIL-100 dataset into training and testing sets so that
48 views of each object are used for the training procedure,
while the remaining 24 views are used for the testing pro-
cedure. For each one of the 100 objects, during the training
procedure, 16 sub-classes are created, each one containing 3
nearby views. Totally, 100*16=1600 classes have been used
for our experiments.

The proposed algorithm was found to be able to recog-
nize the objects with very satisfactory accuracy compared to
other state of the art methods, like [5], applied on the same
dataset. The recognition score of the proposed method was
98.5% while in [5] the recognition score for the same setup
is 99.0%. In terms of computational complexity, 3.2 seconds
are required for the proposed algorithm in order to categorize
an object image on an Intel Pentium 4 (3.01 GHz) processor
PC with 1.5GB of RAM.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A novel method for view independent object recognition per-
forming discriminant region splitting is proposed in this pa-
per. Spatially non-overlapping regions compose a unique re-
gion pattern for each class. The mean intensity values of each
of the regions in this pattern are used to characterize this class
and classify an unknown image. Results show that the pro-
posed technique is able to recognize the objects with very
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Figure 3: Several views of an object from the COIL-100 database.

good accuracy. Furthermore, the proposed approach could
be used in other image classification tasks.
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